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HideMyTV.co.uk shows you how you can effortlessly hide 
your TV, no matter what room or location it is in, you will find 
something that is perfect for the home, office, hotel or yacht! 

We offer a range of mirror televisions, mirror or art lifts and custom 
made furniture to hide your TV as well as a range of ‘hidden’ 
accessories to save you even more space such as speakers that 
are disguised as pieces of art or plastered in to the wall. 

We will custom make our products to suit your design criteria.  
Some of examples of how we can help you are:

•   You may require a television hidden behind a glass or mirror 
    splash back in a kitchen
•   We can install a TV in behind mirrors on wardrobe/kitchen/
    bathroom doors
•   Large glass displays can be installed with several televisions 
    or touch screens
•   A custom made piece of hidden TV furniture can be designed 
    to your exact requirements 
•   We can commission an artist to paint that special picture to 
    hide your TV

These are just some of the solutions we can offer you, please give 
us a call and we will endeavour to find the perfect one for you or 
your installation.
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This is some of the range of solutions we have on offer range 
from: 

•   Mirror Televisions - Mirror when off, TV when on
•   Mirror Overlay Kits to conceal your own TV
•   Moving Art which scrolls down over your TV to turn it into a 
    picture
•   Art and Mirror Lifts which allow you to cover your TV with a 
    piece of art or a mirror
•   TV Fireplaces
•   Custom AV furniture that can be built for any room to hide 
     your TV and much more

HideMyTV.co.uk prides itself on its the professional help and 
service that is offered to everyone, whether you are a private 
customer or a commercial enquiry. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us.

Thank you!

The Hide My TV Team

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk
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WHAT IS A 
MIRROR 

TELEVISION?

TV TURNED OFF

You have an elegant mirror 
hanging on the wall.

SWITCH ON THE TV 

The cutting edge High 
Definition image comes 

through the mirror surface 
to give you a truly amazing 

viewing experience.

WHY CHOOSE A MIRROR TELEVISION

For Architects, designers and discerning home owners a Mirror TV is the perfect 

way of hiding your TV. Recessed into the wall, or hung as a picture, the crisp and 

cool design offers a modern and elegant alternative to large-size flat screen TVs.

We offer the largest selection of Mirror Televisions sourced from around the world. 

We are constantly introducing new and cutting edge technology to bring you 

the best High Definition images through mirror and glass surfaces.
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MIRROR TELEVISIONS

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk

WHO BUYS OUR MIRROR TELEVISIONS?

As well as the discerning home owner we have supplied some 

of the leading 5 Star Hotels, London Department Stores, Luxury 

developments and yachts. Our services are constantly required 

by designers, Architects and developers who know they can 

rely on us to help look after this side of their project from 

design to completion.

 

Whether a single Television or a large contract you will find our 

service and attention to detail is second to none.

OUR SERVICE 

Whether you require a full installation service or installation 

diagrams for your own builders or just the peace of mind to 

know that once ordered all you have to do is call or email us, 

you will always find our service is second to none.
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OUR MIRROR TV SELECTION
HMTV FUSION COLLECTION 

High Brightness Mirror TV (With Samsung D6530 Smart 3D LED TV)

Developed by Hide My TV the “Fusion Collection” brings together the very latest 

in Mirror technology with the latest Samsung LED 3D Smart TV to bring you the 

brightest mirror and television combination on the market today.

These high quality Mirror Televisions offer an amazing viewing experience and 

are 3D enabled Smart TVs which when connected to the internet allows you to 

browse the web, download films, interact with social media plus much more.

High Brightness Mirror TV (With Samsung D6530 Smart 3D LED TV)
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AVAILABLE IN WITH THE FOLLOWING TV SIZES

32’’TV 40’’TV 46’’TV 55’’TV
Special Mirror Sizes available on request 

+ more details

As the brightest mirror and television combination on the market today, Fusion 

High Brightness Mirror Televisions offer the clearest and most vivid colours and 

mirror match, resulting in the perfect platform for viewing high-resolution images.

Hang as a modern frameless mirror or choose from our selection of over 150 

hand crafted frames.
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AGATH MIRROR TELEVISIONS
DECO COLLECTION 

For interior designers or discerning home owners who are looking for a 

Mirror TV with a difference.

The Deco Collection by Agath is designed for those who are looking for 

a unique Mirror Television, which is perfectly suited to their interior and 

their requirements. Any type of pattern, company logo or photo can be 

reproduced to create a truly customised Mirror TV.

Perfect for use in any room, bathroom, spa, hotel, commercial environment 

or luxury yacht.
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As well as a mirror finish you also have the option of anti-glare glass for 

very bright surfaces whilst for the Kitchen area a Stainless Steel or 

Alluminium surround will allow your TV to blend perfectly with your 

appliances.

The Deco Collection is available in TV sizes from 15” to 65”

+ more details
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NEOD MIRROR TELEVISIONS

A luxury product for discerning people who wish for their TV to simply 

blend in with their chosen interior design. The TV section of this beautifully 

crafted Italian piece of furniture uses Loewe Technology and is only visible 

when switched on, leaving nothing but a stunning reflective glass mirror 

surrounded by an exclusive frame finish of your choice hanging on your wall.

With a range of exclusive frame finishes to choose from including Swarovski 

Crystal and image sizes from 22” to 55” it is possible to personalise your 

NEOD TV to complement the decor in your room.

+ more details
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SÉURA PREMIER SERIES 
MIRROR TV OVERLAY KITS

If you already have your flat screen TV 

and would like to disguise it as an elegant 

mirror our Premier Series overlay kits can 

be easily retrofitted to accommodate a 

variety of television brands and models.

+ more details

CUSTOM DESIGN OPTIONS

When one of our standard Mirror Television 

solutions does not fit the bill our custom 

design service is sure to have a solution. 

Designed for Domestic or Commercial use 

and for all rooms of the home including 

the harsh environment of a Bathroom.

+ more details
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Our innovative Moving Art range offers you a unique 

way of hiding your thin LCD/led TV behind your 

choice of art.  Your motorised artwork can scroll or 

roll down in front of your TV so when you don’t want 

to watch it, it becomes a beautiful painting that 

complements your decor.
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MOVING ARTWORK
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ARTWORK

We have over 3,000 pieces of 

artwork to choose from, we 

can use customer supplied 

art or we can arrange for the 

services of an artist to be 

commissioned to paint an 

original just for you.

FRAMES

Choose from 40 standard 

frames or we can have a 

frame made in any colour of 

the spectrum to match your 

design and décor.

ELITE RANGE

The Elite is the most elegant solution for concealing TVs with Art.  When the TV 

is turned ON, the artwork silently scrolls from the bottom up inside the top of 

the unit and becomes a framed TV.

OUR RANGE
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ALLURE RANGE

The Allure Moving Art is a contemporary solution for 

concealing Thin TVs with Art. The TV is mounted directly to 

the wall. There are no seams and all exposed surfaces are 

one high gloss colour. 

What makes the Allure visually stunning is the endless 

choice of high gloss colour finishes. 
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ILLUSION RANGE

The Illusion Moving Art is an economical solution for 

concealing Flat Screens with Art. The art does not scroll, but 

moves up/down like a traditional shade. You can choose 

from 12 Standard frames and from 80 plus art selections.

The TV can be recessed in the wall or we offer our Razor 

version which is for surface mounted models

+ more details
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A great way to hide/conceal your TV is with our Mirror and Art Lifts. 

These innovative lifts allow you to either hide your TV behind a 

piece of art or a crystal clear mirror.

Whether you want to move the Artwork or Mirror upwards, 

downwards, left, right or split right and left we have a solution.
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MIRROR & ART LIFTS

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk

We work with customer supplied art or you can choose from 

our large selection of stock prints or we can arrange for the 

services of an artist to be commissioned to paint an original 

just for you. + more details
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Living areas mean different things to different people but they are often the hub of 

relaxation for the family.  This space should exude calm and comfort does not want 

to be dominated by your television so why not add a fireplace as a focal point and 

also as a way of hiding your TV or blending it in harmoniously with its surroundings.

Our TV fireplaces are either electric or are fuelled by ethanol and can therefore 

be easily retro-fitted to any living area, hotel, office or commercial environment 

without the need for a flue or costly building work. 
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TV FIREPLACES

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk

DOUBLE VISION

Available in either White or Black glass and with a 37” or 46” 

Television these TV Fireplaces certainly add the wow factor 

to their environment.

Fuelled “bio-alcohol” eliminates the need for a flue of costly 

building work. 

This opens up a host of installation and design possibilities.

+ more details
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THE ORIGINAL TV FIREPLACE

The freestanding Fireplace comes in range of styles and 

colours and is suitable for any flat screen TV up to 52”.

With built in storage to hide unsightly cables, satellite boxes 

and DVD players.

 

At the touch of a single button, the television glides up to 

the perfect viewing height. 

No flue is required making installation simple in any living 

area of the home.

+ more details
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VIRTUAL FIREPLACE COLLECTION

This bespoke Mirror TV solution is custom made to fit the 

exact measurement of your fireplace. At one moment you 

can watch TV then next a high definition video of a real fire 

is provided by the on board HD hard drive giving the room 

a real focal point and atmospheric glow.

For areas where you are unable to have a real fire this is the 

next best thing!

+ more details
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TURN YOUR DREAMS IN TO REALITY

Bringing together the latest in furniture design, the skill of master 

craftsmen and cutting edge technology allows you to find the perfect 

resolution for your project.

Traditionally TV Furniture was only known as a box with doors that 

you could hide your TV in when not watching it.  Now the choice of 

specially designed units is overwhelming – from tables, ottomans, TV 

beds or perhaps wardrobes, kitchens or bathroom cabinets with TVs 

behind the mirror doors.
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TV FURNITURE

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk

We can help you design any piece of furniture to help you hide your TV 

– no matter what size or situation.  These pieces can be designed to exactly 

fit into your existing decor and layout.  A multitude of finishes are available 

from ultra modern high gloss lacquer to traditional wood.

Whether you are looking for furniture to 

hide your TV in the home, office, hotel, 

commercial property or luxury yacht we 

have the solution.

+ more details
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Televisions are no longer confined to the living room or bedroom – 

Mirror and Glass TVs can now be installed into the kitchen, bathroom 

or wet room. You can even have a TV by the pool or in the Sauna!

Waterproof bathroom TVs can be any screen size so perfect for the 

end of the bath or in a shower area.  They can also be integrated 

into a larger mirror so perfect in a mirrored bathing area or over the 

bathroom basins.
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WATERPROOF TV

RESIDENTIAL

With screen sizes from 15” up to 82” our Bathroom Televisions 

are installed not just in the bathroom but are perfect for the 

kitchen environment and just about any room of the home.

As well as mirror finishes we also offer black or white glass.

If you require a picture frame for your TV we have 
over 150 different styles of hand crafted frames to 
compliment your décor. 

If you require a particular colour surround to 
complement your design as well as stainless steel 
we have over 800+ bezel colours to choose.This 
option is not for the indecisive!!
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HOTELS

We have a selection of 

Bathroom Televisions 

designed specifically for 

the hotel and new build 

development markets 

and offers a wide range of 

customisation to meet most 

application requirements. 

+ more details

+ more details

LUXURY YACHT

If you are looking for 

televisions for use on luxury 

yachts either on deck or 

in cabins, we have many 

solutions for you including 

anti-glare options.

If wall space is a premium a 

TV that turns in to a luxury 

mirror when off is the 

perfect solution.

If possible, these high specification units bring 

even more glamour to the ultimate sailing vessel.
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SAUNA TV

Even the Hottest Places can have a TV!! 

Designed for extreme conditions our Sauna TV has a 

22” screen, fireproof cage and can withstand extreme 

temperatures up to 100 degrees centigrade.

+ more details
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OUTDOOR TELEVISIONS

The sun is shining and you want to go outside but you also 

want to watch the TV – no need to stress, just get an outside TV. 

Waterproof, weatherproof and sunlight readable these 

outdoor TVs are perfect for commercial use in hotel patio 

areas/gardens, clubs, pubs and leisure clubs and of course 

by the pool.

+ more details
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CUSTOM MADE DESIGNS

When one of our standard ranges do not fit the bill our 

Custom Made range gives you the flexibility to tailor make 

your Bathroom TV to suit your design criteria. 

Choose your TV size from 13” up to 82” add a picture frame 

if you wish, choose with or without lights, hang on the wall 

or set in the wall, the choice is yours!!

+ more details

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk
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Automation and the use of TV lifts is a most convenient way of 

housing our televisions. Things have definitely moved on from 

the simple bracket on the wall that took the TV off the floor.

Here at Hide My TV we can help you find ways of concealing 

your TVs in the cupboard, behind panels, in the floor, ceiling… 

the list is endless and the solutions you have at your fingertips 

are totally customisable.  All options allow you to hide your TV 

at the press of a button so we can ensure that you get exactly 

what you want for your room, space or commercial outlet.

We can only show you a small selection of what is available to 

you so please do not hesitate to contact us.
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TV LIFTS & BRACKETS
IN FLOOR LIFTS

The in floor TV Lift houses any size flat 

screen and raises it out of the floor for 

convenient viewing.  

IN CEILING LIFTS

A range of In Ceiling Lifts to solve almost 

any design criteria. At the flick of a switch 

the TV glides smoothly up and is hidden 

out of site in the ceiling.

We supply lifts that fold down, fold down 

and extend closer to the floor, fold down 

and swivel and more…

visit www.HideMyTV.co.uk
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 IN WORKTOP LIFTS

A range of Lifts designed to move smaller-

sized flat screen TVs or monitors from a 

concealed location to an ideal viewing 

position.

Perfect for hiding your kitchen TV.

SPEAKER LIFTS

As well as hiding your TV there are various 

solutions for hiding your speakers such as 

this innovative in ceiling lift.
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MOVING PANELS

For the ultimate Hidden TV Solution we offer a range of in 

wall solutions lifts for home or commercial use.

Each system is made to order to suit your installation 

criteria. This ingenious lift moves the panel inwards and 

then up out of the way.
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LIFT OR WALL MOUNTED CORNER 
POST SWIVEL SYSTEM

Supporting the TV from the corner allows it to be swung 

out in to the room to the required viewing position.

Add a lift mechanism and your TV can then hide away 

from view when not in use!!
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FLAT SCREEN LIFTS

A range of lifts designed to move flat 

screen TVs from a concealed position such 

as cupboard or ottoman to any desired 

viewing position.

WALL BRACKETS

Whatever your TV size or make and 

whatever your design criteria, manual 

or motorised we feel you are sure to find 

something that will offer a solution to 

your needs.

+ more details
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Audio can be a tricky subject when integrating into a room or an 

outside space. We have a range of accessories to complement 

our hidden TV solutions. You can of course have a complete 

smart home multi room installation which we can help you with 

or we can also offer you solutions for just one room. 

So if you are looking to install or retro fit speakers into your 

kitchen, bathroom or any room in the home, office, commercial 

building or luxury yacht we have many options for you. From 

putting them into the ceiling, plastering them behind the wall 

to disguising them behind beautiful artwork.
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HIDDEN SPEAKERS
BEHIND GLASS SPEAKERS

These innovative hidden speakers are 

designed to attach to the back of the 

mirror surface and turn the mirror in to 

the sound source.

Perfect for bathrooms or smaller rooms.

CANVAS ART WALL 
SPEAKERS

Available in a range of sizes and styles, 

which have been designed to blend easily 

with both contemporary and traditional 

interiors. These flat panel speakers will fill 

unusually large areas with clean and clear 

non directional sound. 

We can even use our customers supplied 

art if required to create a truly customised 

solution.

+ more details
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PLASTER IN WALL SPEAKERS

 These are an excellent, high quality solution which allows 

you to lose no wall space as these clever speakers are 

actually plastered within the wall and turn the wall in to 

the sound source. 

+ more details
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OUTDOOR SPEAKERS

Getting your music into the garden or anywhere outside 

can be a tricky affair and can often resulting in poor audio.

Outdoor Loudspeakers produce a richly dimensional, 

evenly dispersed sound field in an otherwise uncontrolled 

environment with strategically placed loudspeakers and 

powerful subwoofers. They can be positioned in trees, 

hidden in planting beds, or concealed along walkways.
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The Niles PS6Si stereo input planter loudspeaker is crafted to 

function like a real terra cotta clay planter yet it delivers the natural 

sound quality of premium loudspeakers. It’s the perfect solution 

for blending high fidelity audio seamlessly into spaces like patios, 

decks and sunrooms.

GEOREALISTIC™ ROCK LOUDSPEAKERS

Living room quality sound from loudspeakers that appear to be real 

granite, sandstone or coral. Niles Rocks are compact yet powerful 

enough to deliver sound over a wide listening area – so you can sit 

back, relax and simply enjoy your outdoor experiences.

Available in 5”, 6” and 8” models.

+ more details
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CONTACT US
Hide My TV is part of The Electronic Zone Group

Maple House,

High Street, Potters Bar,

Hertfordshire EN6 5BS

+ 44 (0) 208 4471653
E  info@HideMyTV.co.uk

Websites

     www.HideMyTV.co.uk

     www.ElectronicZone.co.uk

     www.ContemporaryFurnitureZone.co.uk

     www.SimplyMirrorTV.co.uk


